The Brooklyn College LGBTQ Resource Center, Women’s and Gender Studies Program, Ethyle R. Wolfe Institute for the Humanities, Department of History, and SAIL Center present:

**Hugh Ryan**

Reading and Q+A

“**When Brooklyn Was Queer**”

March 5, 2020
12:30 - 2 PM

Penthouse, Student Center

Author Hugh Ryan will be joining us for a reading. A reception and Q&A will follow.

Hugh Ryan is a writer, curator, and speaker, whose first book, *When Brooklyn Was Queer*, was an NYTimes Editors' Choice in 2019. His work about queer politics, culture, and history has appeared in such venues as *The New York Times, The Guardian, The Daily Beast, VICE, Hazlitt, and Tin House*, among others. He is the recipient of grants from the New York Foundation for the Arts and the New York Public Library, and is a graduate of the Bennington Writing Seminars. [@Hugh_Ryan](https://twitter.com/Hugh_Ryan)
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